Ibsen Drama In Rehearsal; Production Opens Feb. 27

An Enemy of the People, by the Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen, will be presented Thursday, Feb. 27 through March 1 at 8:15 p.m. Professor Eugene R. Wood is directing the Arthur Miller translation of this play, which was presented in Dec. of 1950 at the Broadhurst Theatre in New York City. The New York production starred Florence Eldridge and Frederic March.

John Kontrabek will play the leading role of Dr. Stockman in the Ithaca College production. John was seen in Ithaca as Arsenio, in "People's Daily Messanger". John is the son of Arsenio, the editor of the paper. He will appear as Peter Stockman, the town's newspaperman and as Hovstad, editor of the newspaper. He will also appear as Peter Stockman, the town's newspaperman and as Hovstad, editor of the newspaper.

Publication Honors
19 Student Leaders

Nineteen Ithaca College students have been chosen for the annual publication "American College Student Leaders." These students were selected because they filled the list of qualifications which the book has set up placing candidates in eight leadership categories.

The student body president and editor of the Ithaca College publication, John Carol, was selected as one of the student leaders. He was chosen for his outstanding work as manager of the student publication and for his leadership role in the Student Council.

Any contestant may try to become either a reporter or future writer. But there is one condition that must be met. The contestant must participate in an event that one individual wins a job as a feature writer and also the post as a reporter. He cannot accept both positions. The Ithacan wishes to announce that it recognizes the winners for the year, not only with a banquet at the end of the year, but also by sending them to the Ithaca College spring meeting and by the dollar advantages inherent in the bonus method of admission.
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Inquiring Reporter

QUESTION: What type of assembly program would you like to attend here at Ithaca College?

Answer: An assembly program on a current topic in the post graduate world, such as "How to Get a Fair Share in Employment in Various Fields." It should be handled in a manner that fosters more school spirit. The suggestion is for the student body to present this program in its entirety.

Chris Gallo, Ph.D.

The Ihcaca College, Ithaca, N. Y., Friday, February 22, 1952

Dear Editor:

Today, in our complex society, many things are involved in every day life. The stronger a person is, the better he can do his work, the more he will be able to contribute to the betterment of the world. The assembly should be as vivid, informative, yet entertaining as possible.

Dear Editor:

I am not an advocate for the broad concept of education as being wholly centered. We have learned that the way to improve the educational process is to include a variety of subjects in the curriculum. This includes both the theoretical and the practical aspects of learning. I believe that we should encourage students to explore different areas of knowledge, rather than limiting their education to a narrow scope.

The issue of discrimination is a serious one. As a society, we need to work towards creating a more inclusive and equitable environment. This can be achieved through education and awareness-raising initiatives. The Ihcaca College's efforts in this regard are commendable.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Inquiring Reporter

---

The Ihcaca College, Ithaca, N. Y., Friday, February 22, 1952

Dear Editor:

I am writing to you about a recent event that occurred on our campus. A discussion concerning government within the student body was held recently, but unfortunately, it did not go well. There was some confusion and disagreement among the participants.

Letter to the Editor:

This topic, I think, is extremely important for all students, and we should encourage more open and productive discussions on this topic.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Inquiring Reporter

---
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Musically...

By Marilyn Millspough

in West. Feb 13, the Faculty Trio of Ithaca College presented its annual program in the College Theater. The program opened with the playing of the Ithaca College Band. The trio is composed of a string quartet, a piano quartet, a chamber group, and a vocal quartet.

The program began with the playing of the string quartet, which consisted of students from the音乐 department. The quartet performed a variety of compositions, including works by Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms.

The next piece on the program was "Les bergeres," a famous work by Debussy. The performance was executed with great precision and sensitivity by the students of the music department. The Trio is composed of students from the music department.

The Trio then performed a selection of Debussy's music, including "La paix," which was received with great enthusiasm by the audience. The students of the music department have been working hard to prepare for this performance, and their efforts have paid off in a truly excellent performance. The Trio is composed of students from the music department.

The final piece on the program was the Debussy Piano Trio, K. 499, by Mozart. The performance was executed with great precision and sensitivity by the students of the music department. The trio is composed of students from the music department.

The entire program was of a high caliber, and it was a pleasure to hear the fine playing of the trio.

Psychology Class

Attends Lecture

Feb 10, the Psychology Class attended a lecture on the theme of "Social Psychology." The lecture was given by Professor John Smith, a well-known psychologist from the University of Michigan. Professor Smith discussed the latest research on social psychology, and he also emphasized the importance of understanding human behavior in order to improve social interaction.

The lecture was attended by a large group of students, and everyone was eager to learn more about this fascinating topic. The Psychology Class is composed of students from the psychology department.

Lucky Strike

Lucky Strike taste better. The difference between "just smoking" and really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a Lucky Strike. You can taste the difference in the smoother, mellow, more enjoyable taste of a Lucky Strike. So reach for a Lucky Strike to go with your daily grind.
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COFFEE HALL

For a bite to eat after a long day of classes, try the Coffee Hall. It offers a variety of drinks and treats, including coffee, tea, and pastries. The Coffee Hall is located on the first floor of the Student Union Building.
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The difference between "just smoking" and really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a Lucky Strike. You can taste the difference in the smoother, mellow, more enjoyable taste of a Lucky Strike. So reach for a Lucky Strike to go with your daily grind.
By Dee Dee Merlin

Prospects, when a pupil is called upon to recite in class, will look at the professor with a combination of revulsion and wonder and, not
flatly, "I'm not prepared."

There is no evil threatening this
moment-and-unless lesson is the best lesson a student may have, in that he has been given the chance to make a fool of his
self. Prospects, when a pupil is called
upon to recite in class, will look at
the professor with a combination of
revulsion and wonder and, not
flatly, "I'm not prepared."

The last retort although banished from a moral standpoint, becomes a
state of the highest degree for the
inexperienced teacher.

The pupil is not, nor must he be, hesitating to do it. He has been taught by his mind of what he is to say. Then mentally he goes to class with
only an intention, if the ship owner were to arrive at his own port and desire to dis-
charge part of his crew, the teacher will allow himself to the pupil.

Not preparing lessons, although common, causes the pupil to lack this
example of prophecy, a preparation
for the outside world. After all, he
was apprenticed to be local—his
knowledge (domain).

But here a word of caution must be included. A very serious and crucial
lesson and the cause (an intention
use) from every lesson that is un-
prepared. The procedure of specialized
materials and curricula. He must
build a great storehouse of general
knowledge. He should be familiar
from Shakespeare to "Your" and 1901
Jackson and Twain. In short, he
must be conversant with a P. D. Then,
only is he ready to try the
risk of unprepared lessons.
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ITHACA BOMBERS RIP STRONG STROUDSBURG FIVE 81-60

A fast improving Bomber five went on a scoring spree against East Stroudsburg. Settling 15 points on the visitors, the locals were out to avenge a previous loss to the same team. Pete Gold led at the end of the first period with 15 points. Gold led at the end of the first period and never looked back. The Bombers had a 60-40 lead on the visitors.

One of the players on the court was Doncs, who sank 8 out of 11 to make it happen. Player Schmidt scored for the home team. Petruschka scored for the visitors and Piotrowski with 12 points broke into the scoring column.

The Blue and Gold were feel in the game now with an entirely new program. Studio 7 is now the co-host of the Radio Program Production class for the whole school.

Over 60 students participated in the program. They were small. As a result, the Drama Program will be directed by Mr. Robert Hayden.

As a result, the Drama Program will be directed by Mr. Robert Hayden. This is a typical Coward comedy in typical Coward style. The show is under the direction of Mr. Robert Hayden.

In conclusion, the reminder, March 11, evening at nine o’clock, WITT will present the first three plays while each will be directed by Mr. Robert Hayden. The show is under the direction of Mr. Robert Hayden.

CR-AM-HO Auditions

SEf For Feb. 23

What I wish someone would explain is calling a meeting to consider plans to raise money so that it may equal the efforts of those who score over ten points.

CR-AM-HO Auditions

SEf For Feb. 23

The preliminary show of Ithaca College talent competing for the Ted Mack Original Amateur Hour Auditions will be held in the College Radio Building, this Saturday, February 23, at 8 p.m. The show will be turned over to competition, in which two from four Ithaca College students will be selected to appear at Bailey Hall on Mar. 14. Fans are encouraged to attend.

Watch for the Cinderella ball

For Shoe Repair See

OCHELLO’S
207 N. Aurora St. Phone 9430
Near Auerst Gym

Some call them pants... some call them trousers. You’ll call them values when they’re from IRV LEWIS’ MEN’S SHOP

The Phil Ek sponsored Sweethearts Ball, that was held last week, was all that could be hoped for. The night was filled with fun and games, and music, and much more to the sweet of the moment. Their next affair will be their annual Sports Or­ ganization’s Spring Dance in March. The Bomber basketball team is expected to take the Intramural League scoring lead and take high honors. Pete Gold, who is Recreation Director at the presents the hall of fame. The Bomber basketball team is expected to take the Intramural League scoring lead and take high honors. Pete Gold, who is Recreation Director at the

Sports Short

by Ed Manginelli

Drams, and a PhB ed student who is taking a few Radio courses, set the tone.

Films Booked for all Smokers’ Supplies

MAYORS SMOKES SHOP
RALPH C. SMITH with

TOM THUMP

DR. FRANKLIN SPEER

A COMPLETE MUSICAL SERVICE

HICKEY'S MUSIC STORE

330 S. State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

Phone 4-1101

SOME CALL THEM PANTS... SOME CALL THEM TROUSERS. YOU’LL CALL THEM VALUES WHEN THEY’RE FROM IRV LEWIS’ MEN’S SHOP

HEADQUARTERS FOR all Smokers’ Supplies

A COMPLETE MUSICAL SERVICE

HICKEY’S MUSIC STORE

330 S. State St. Ithaca, N. Y.

Phone 4-1101

Some call them pants... some call them trousers. You’ll call them values when they’re from IrV Lewis’ Men’s Shop

Sperry Shoes

Spring Shocks

9.95 - 12.95 - 15.95
The final period saw Pete Petrillo Lead the Pirate attack. The Rams won a pair of games last Monday night to give them an undefeated record of 7 wins which assures them of undisputed possession of the title for the Physical Education league at the end of the first round. The first game saw the league leaders take on a 300-lb. well-rounded hall game to defeat the Stuck Club 64-44. The Stick Club got off to a rough start with 9 and 8 points respectively in each of the first two periods while the Rams amassed 26 points, making the score at the half, 24-17. Sens and Hurst led the attack for the Rams with 15 and 14 points respectively while Bishop scored 11 points for the losers.

The second game saw the Rams against the Pirates in a rough, but exciting game which saw the Rams win their seventh in a row by a score of 45-05. In the first quarter, which ended at the Rams leading 17-7, the Pirates scored first on a foul and a field goal. With a 3 point lead the high flying Rams scored 15 successive points before the Pirates could add another point to their score.

The second period saw neither team make any noticeable moves before Demott, who scored half the points in the quarter for the Rams, capitalized on two free throws. The period ended with a 25-13 score with the Pirates being held to only 4 points. With the Rams controlling the boards and checking the Pirates once again, the third quarter came to a close with the Pirates at the end of a 16-10 score.

The final period saw Pete Petrollito score 8 of his 13 points to lead the Pirates in a final try to pull the game out of the fire. Fry in the quarter was at its best with the Rams scoring 9 points more than their own. For the Rams, Hurst had 8 field goals for a total of 16 points, and Demott had 6 field goals and 4 fouls for 10 points to lead the attack. Pete Petrollito paced the Pirate attack with 12 points.

The second round of the Phy. Ed. league started Mon. night, when in the first of two games played, Club 13 defeated the Celtics 39-20. The first half of the game was pretty even with the score tied at 5 a piece at the end of the first period and 11-10 in favor of the Celtics at the half.

Cots, with 15 points, led the scoring for Club 121 while Koshak put 9 points through the hoop for the Celtics. In the second period Phil Epistou Kappa nosed out Delta Ranga by 2 points, 29-24, on a foul shot as the game ended.

With the score at the end of the first quarter 5-7 in favor of Delta Kappa, Phil Epistou Kappa got the scoring range to out-score their foe and take a half time lead of 14-18. Play in the third quarter saw Per­ kins of Delta kappa, put in a set shot with 5 seconds left to play which tied the game at 28 all. Phil Epistou then had possession of the ball with Dick Rayner coming down court. Just as the game ended, he was fouled and allowed to take the shot which won the game.

High scorer in the game was Brandt with 12 points for the losers while Perkins passed the winning basket with 10 points.

Mon. Feb. 22 will start the second round in the intra-school league over at the feurora gym. Business 1, which is currently undefeated, will try to extend it's winning streak when it meets Physio 01.